CRYSTALLIZE IT
with a Beautiful Portrait Crystal.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD PHOTO?
Close up photos will produce more vivid
results. Try to submit photos that are close
to the subject in the photo. Long shots will
make the subject smaller and more difficult
to identify on the final product.
The general rule is that a white subject
on a white background will be difficult to
see, as will a dark subject on a dark background. Ensure there is sufficient contrast
in the photo.
Please ensure the file you submit is lower
than 3MB.We will scale the image to the
size of the block.Simply scan the photo if it
isn’t digital already,save as .jpg and submit.

THE UNDERLYING CRAFT
Light is a property that is capable of
penetratingthrough the surface of
transparent materials. Using a high energy
density beam, the laser is m
 ade to focus
on a location spaced from thesurface of a
transparent material.
The beam meets
a pre-programmed
location on t he X-Y-Z
co-ordinates which
is referred to as
the ‘optimal energy
point’. The beam then
engages in a process
which applies intense
heat which burnsa crack into the crystal.
Over 500,000 cracks later, an impression
is formed impressively suspended in the
centre of a crystal block whose surfaces
appear completely untouched. It’s magic!

UPLOAD INSTRUCTIONS
1. In your web browser go to:
www.thingsengraved.com/crystallizeit
2. Enter contact information: work order #
as indicated below and on your receipt with
phone number and email address.
Here is your 10-Digit work order number:

3. Photo must show face and partial bust to be
converted to 3D. A clear close up frontal image
works best. We will remove any background.
4. If you purchased sku 17950 - 3D 5cm x 8cm
crystal ($100), please attach a .jpg showing
a maximum of 1or 2 people.
If you purchased sku 20593 - 3D 6cm x 9cm
crystal ($200), please attach a .jpg showing
a maximum of 4 people.
If you purchased sku 22149 - 3D 12cm x 8cm
crystal ($225), please attach a .jpg showing
a maximum of 6 people or 6 pets or 1 car or
other object.
If you purchase an add-on key chain ($25),
we use the same image provided for your
block. Unfortunately we are unable to use
a different image.
Please Note:
We can not add text to your crystal as shown
in the store sample displays. Your product will
be shipped to the purchase store within 2-3
weeks from the day you uploadyour photo.
For assistance or more information please
call 1-800-363-5053 x2240.
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